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Measurements of magnetic field fluctuations using an array of Hall
detectors on the TEXTOR tokamak
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Hall detectors have been used to measure the magnetic field together with its’ fluctuations in the
boundary of a tokamak. The results show, that the measurements which have been performed so far,
mainly by use of coils together with subsequent integration, either on-line or later by computer, can
be substituted by Hall probe measurements giving the desired value ofB directly. Because the
integration of the coil signal becomes more and more difficult with long pulses, Hall detectors may
give advantages in future fusion devices. We implemented a stack of nine Hall detectors mounted
on three planes on a rod in such a way, that the three components of the magnetic field can be
measured. To avoid capacitive and charge pickup from the plasma, the probes are electrically
shielded. The damping due to skin effect within this shield has been taken into account. The probes
have been calibrated using a known magnetic field of a straight wire driven with a LC bank. This
field has been precisely measured with a Rogowski coil. The dependence of the Hall coefficient on
the frequency has been measured and the pickup in the feeds due toḂ has been withdrawn from the
results. We demonstrate the method with measurements on the TEXTOR tokamak, where we could
clearly detect the small stray fields associated with magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! fluctuations. On
TEXTOR we have been able to detect the MHD activity preceding discharge disruptions as well as
the precursors of the so called sawteeth. The results are compared to those of other diagnostics on
TEXTOR as, e.g., magnetic loops and electron cyclotron emission, and they do well compare.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The research on nuclear fusion is aimed to constru
reactor in which the isotopes D and T of hydrogen are fu
to produce helium and energy in form of 14.1 MeV neutro
and 3.5 MeV alpha particles. The kinetic energy of the n
trons can be converted into heat and finally into elec
power. To achieve this goal, temperatures in the order of
MK together with a density of several 1019 m23 and a con-
finement time of several seconds are needed.

In stellarators and tokamaks1 magnetic fields with a tor-
oidal shell structure are used to achieve plasma confinem
The exact shape of these fields is essential to achieve
earlier goals. In the plasma interior magnetic fields can
measured with spectroscopic methods; these measurem
are rather difficult. From measurements of the magn
fields done outside the plasma many important proper
like the plasma current, the energy content and magneto
drodynamic ~MHD! fluctuations together with their mod
structure can be inferred.

Such measurements have in the past been done u
different types of coils. As the time duration of the expe
ments has increased during the last years, the evaluatio

a!Electronic mail: duran@ipp.cas.cz
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the magnetic fieldB from the measuredḂ has become more
difficult, because the integration needs a precise determ
tion of possible offsets in the preamplifiers, see, e.g., Ref
and 3.

There are two advantages of Hall probes as compare
coils.

• There is no limit on the time duration, because th
measureB directly.

• They can be smaller and measure mode structure
higher order.4

The major drawbacks are:

• They are not vacuum proof—at least not at eleva
temperatures.

• The output voltage is low, therefore, any pickup of str
signals on both loops, the current feed and the out
contacts can complicate the data interpretation.

The typical Hall detectors are operational up to tempe
tures around 100 °C. Because the tokamak chamber o
reaches temperatures well above this limit, the Hall pro
has to be cooled. To eliminate capacitive coupling with t
plasma, the Hall detectors have to be shielded by a cond
tive shell. The damping rate of the magnetic field oscillatio
2 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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3483Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 73, No. 10, October 2002 Use of Hall detectors in fusion plasmas
penetrating this conductive shell has to be taken into
count.

The structure of the article is as follows. The fundame
tals of the Hall effect from the point of view of classic
electrodynamics are briefly reviewed in Sec. II. Then,
Hall probe diagnostics used at TEXTOR is described in S
III A. Results and analysis of the absolute calibration a
presented in Sec. III B. Several examples illustrating poss
applications of the Hall probes in fusion devices are m
tioned in Sec. IV. Finally, the article is summarized.

II. PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE OF HALL DETECTOR

The Hall effect was first observed in 1879 by Hall at t
Johns Hopkins University. Take a slab of conductor or se
conductor material~see Fig. 1! and drive a constant curren
I H along it, then immerse the slab into a magnetic fieldB that
points along the slab normal. A voltageUH appears between
the remaining two faces of the slab. This, at the time of
discovery a very puzzling observation, is called Hall effe
Its’ precise treatment is rather complicated and involv
quantum mechanics.5,6 Here it will be described from the
viewpoint of classical electrodynamics only.7 The currentI H

driven through a N type semiconductor or conductor is ca
ried by electrons. Electrons moving with velocityv are af-
fected by the external magnetic fieldB and see a Lorentz
force F5q(E1v3B). This force causes the electrons
drift toward one side of the Hall plate which establishes
electric potentialUH as depicted in Fig. 1. For P type sem
conductors, the situation is similar, only the polarity of t
Hall voltageUH being reversed.

The voltageUH is given by the following equation:

UH5kHI HB sin~a!, ~1!

wherea is the angle betweenB and I H and kH is the Hall
coefficient.kH depends on the semiconductor material ch
sen, on the slab area facingB, and also on temperature. Not
that according to Eq.~1!, the Hall element can also be use
as analog multiplier for the quantitiesI H andB. For measure-

FIG. 1. Principal scheme of Hall detectors for a N type semiconductor.
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ment of the magnetic field, it is desirable to keepI H and
sin(a) constant, therefore, it is possible to introduce a H
constantk ask5kHI H sin(a).

For oscillating magnetic fields, Eq.~1! should be rewrit-
ten in order to allow for a phase shift:

UH~ t, f !5k~ f !Bmaxsin@vt1wHall~ f !#, ~2!

wherek( f ) depends on frequency andwHall( f ) is the phase
shift caused by the finite time of response of the Hall det
tor to the applied magnetic field. The experimental deter
nation of thek( f ) and wHall( f ) functions is given in Sec.
III B.

III. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

A. Diagnostics setup

A probe head, containing an array of nine air-cooled H
detectors was constructed and used on TEXTOR to mon
all three components of the magnetic field inside the to
mak chamber. For this purpose, commercially available b
Indium Arsenide Hall detectors F.W. Bell BH-705, with a
tive area 1.5233.05 mm and width 0.13 mm, have bee
used. Each Hall detector is mounted on a substrate p
having the dimensions 3.1836.7330.38 mm~see Fig. 2!.

According to the manufacturer, the sensitivity of ea
Hall detector is 0.1 V/T625% at 100 mA driving current
I H . For 0.1 mT this implies a rather low output voltage
U;10mV. Therefore, the Hall detector output signal has
be amplified, processed by analog filters, and finally di
tized and stored for further numerical processing. The blo
diagram of the detection system used is schematically sh
in Fig. 3.

FIG. 2. Layout of the Hall detector.

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the Hall probe detection system: cur
source, amplifier, and analog filters. In most of the experiments 10
amplifiers and low pass filters have been used.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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The filtering serves the following purposes: to suppr
~if desired! the direct current toroidal magnetic field and it
stray components due to not perfect alignment of the de
tors. The low pass filters 10 or 80 kHz serve as antialias
filters for the analog to digital converters whereby for t
latter we did have only one channel.

In the range220–180 °C, the sensitivity of the Hal
detectors decreases linearly with temperature with mean
efficient 20.08%/°C. In case of an ideal source for the dr
ing currentI H , the temperature coefficient of the Hall dete
tor resistivity can be neglected. Then, an increase of the
detector temperature by;12 °C results in a 1% decrease
sensitivity of the diagnostics only. The operating temperat
range of the Hall detectors is265–1100 °C and the tem-
perature must not exceed 105 °C. Therefore, the probe h
is air cooled to avoid damage of the Hall detectors dur
heating of the tokamak chamber walls to several hund
degrees Celsius. The actual temperature inside the p
head is monitored by a temperature sensor.

As shown in Fig. 4 the Hall detectors are mounted in
slotted vespel support rod and they are inserted int
vacuum proof stainless steel tube with wall thickness od
51 mm. This tube is the primary vacuum barrier separat
the interior of the tokamak chamber from the air pump
into the probe head at a maximum pressure of 2 bar. T
conductive housing is also necessary to minimize the e
trostatic coupling with the plasma. The attenuation of
magnetic field oscillations due to the skin effect of this co
ductive housing is treated in more detail in Sec. III B. T
probe head is further protected against excessive heat l
by a boron nitride cap.

The detectors are arranged in three measuring pla
spaced by 1 cm. On each measuring plane the three dete
are mounted perpendicular to each other such that, all t
components of the magnetic field can be measured. A
result, it is possible to simultaneously measureBr , Bu , and
BT , and their fluctuations at three radial locations in a sin

FIG. 4. Construction of the Hall probe.
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shot. The probe head is mounted on a movable holder
inserted into the tokamak chamber vertically from the to
The experiments have been performed in the scrape-off-la
about 4 cm outside the last closed flux surface, i.e., in
area where the magnetic field lines intersect the material
iter.

B. Calibration

Each Hall detector was absolutely calibrated in the f
quency range 1.4–100 kHz using an RLC oscillating circu
Discharging a capacitor batteryC ~0.06–78mF! into an in-
ductanceL ~1.7–160mH! followed by a long straight wire
creates a damped sinusoidally oscillating currentI C with am-
plitude of tens of Ampe`r within a time interval of severa
milliseconds. This current is measured by an absolutely c
brated Rogowski coil. According to Ampe`re’s law, the cur-
rent flowing through a long straight conductor induces
axial magnetic field with amplitudeB5m0I /2pr ~several
millitesla in this case! which is in the range of the
oscillations8 to be detected on TEXTOR. Placing a correc
oriented Hall probe at a known distancer from this long
straight wire provides a method to absolutely calibrate
probe. The calibration frequency is varied by changing
circuit parametersC andL.

Neglecting damping, the calibration magnetic fieldB just
outside the probe head isB5Bmaxsin(vt). The digitized out-
put voltage from the single Hall detector was found asU
5Umaxsin@vt1w(f )#. The calibration constant for amplitud
K( f ) was computed as

K~ f !5Umax/Bmax. ~3!

The phase shift calibration functionw( f ) has been com-
puted using the formula

cos~w!5
^U•B&

A^U2&•^B2&
, ~4!

where^ & denotes the time average.
The diagnostic was absolutely calibrated in the two s

ups of the electronics, one with amplifiers with the 10 kH
frequency limit and the second with 80 kHz limit~see Fig.
3!.

1. Calibration—10 kHz setup

In this section, results of the calibration of the three
dial Hall detectors including the amplifiers are present
The amplitudeK( f ) and phase shiftw( f ) calibration func-
tions are shown in Fig. 5.
l
-
-

-

FIG. 5. Calibration curves of radia
Hall detectors in the 10 kHz electron
ics setup. Left panel: calibration con
stant K( f ). Right panel: phase shift
calibration w( f ). Each of the three
marks ~triangle, cross, and diamond!
corresponds to a single radial Hall de
tector.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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FIG. 6. Left panel—measured transmission functions of the whole diagnosticsK( f ), the amplifier, the filtersA( f ), the computed attenuation factor due
the skin effect of the probe’s conductive housingT( f ), and the sensitivity of the Hall detector relating to the Hall effect onlyk( f ). Right panel—measured
phase shifts caused by the amplifier and the filterswA and the overall phase shift of the diagnosticsw, and the computed phase shifts caused by the skin ef
of the probe’s conductive housingwskin , by the Hall effect itselfwHall , and by the mixing of the Hall and the inductive component of the voltage gener
by the Hall detectorwHD .
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It is seen from the left panel that the calibration const
K( f ) is almost independent of the frequency in the ran
1–10 kHz with a value of;1 V/mT for all the three radial
Hall detectors. The right panel shows the variation of
overall phase shiftw( f ) of the diagnostics. It is linearly
increasing with frequency from 0° up to 90° in the ran
1–15 kHz.

In order to understand these results, it is necessar
discuss the physical mechanism acting in the Hall probe
tection system in more detail. Four processes affect
probe’s amplitude and phase characteristics.

~1! The Hall effect itself as described in Sec. II;
~2! the inductive pickup of the magnetic field in the sm

loops present in the measuring circuit especially in
connectors of the Hall detector;

~3! the skin effect of the probe’s conductive housing; and
~4! the nonideal transmission functions of the amplifiers.

Consequently, the calibration constantK( f ) has contri-
butions from other voltages that are due to the amplifier ch
acteristicsA( f ), skin effectT( f ) and pickup in the feeds fo
the driving current9 and mainly in the feeds for the detectio
I ( f ):

K~ f !5A~ f !T~ f !I ~ f !. ~5!

The dimensionless factorsA( f ) and T( f ) describe re-
spectively the amplification and the attenuation of the sign
The functionI ( f ) given in volts per tesla says how muc
voltage is generated in the Hall detector via Hall effect a
inductive pickup. The phase shift has contributions from
same sources:

w~ f !5wA~ f !1wskin~ f !1wHD~ f !. ~6!

When the quantities except forI ( f ) and wHD( f ) are
known from extra measurements these two missing can
calculated~cf. Fig. 6!. Let us discuss these phenomena
more detail.

a. Amplifier and filters. The transfer function of the am
plifier and filters is easily measured by replacing the H
detector by a calibrated wave generator.

b. Skin effect. As outlined earlier, the Hall detectors a
mounted in a stainless steel casing with wall thicknesd
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51 mm. We calculate the reduction and phase shift, whic
experienced by the magnetic field using the formula

Bin5Bmaxe
2s~ f !d sin@vt2s~ f !d#

5BmaxT~ f !sin@vt1wskin~ f !#, ~7!

wherebys( f )5Avms/2, and we used relative permeabilit
m r51.02 and conductivitys51.33 106 V21 m21.

c. Inductive pickup. An additional effect, which gives
rise to errors is the induction of a voltage in small loo
formed by the Hall detector’s connectors. This voltageU ind

is proportional to the total effective area of the loopSand to
the time derivative of the magnetic field crossing this loo
henceU ind5SdB/dt. Assuming an harmonic evolution ofB
as Bmaxsin(vt), then U ind52p f SBmaxcos(vt). As the Hall
voltage is typically low, i.e.,;10 mV for 0.1 mT, already a
small loop ;1 mm2 is sufficient to induce a comparabl
voltage at frequencies above 10 kHz. Note also that fo
given S, the induced voltageU ind increases linearly with the
frequency of the magnetic field. The value ofS for the used
Hall detectors was supplied by the manufacturer. When
Hall detector is put into a known oscillating magnetic fie
and the driving currentI H is switched off, the output voltage
is proportional only to the inductive part so thatS can be
determined.

d. Derivation of the Hall effect characteristics k( f ) and
wHall( f ) from the calibration measurements. In the follow-
ing, a procedure to obtaink( f ) andwHall( f ) from the mea-
sured quantities is presented. The amplitudek( f ) and the
phase characteristicswHall( f ) of the Hall effect are difficult
to measure separately; this is, because there is an indu
component which is intrinsically present in the Hall detec
signal.

Supposing that the conductors to the amplifier are c
rectly twisted and neglecting electrostatic pickup, the to
voltage at the input of amplifierUHD is the sum of the Hall
and inductive voltages

UHD5UHall1U ind . ~8!

For simplicity, in the following the dependence on fr
quency is not explicitly stated, whereas this dependenc
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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FIG. 7. Left—measured transmission functions of the whole diagnosticsK( f ), the amplifier, the filtersA( f ), the computed attenuation factor due to the sk
effectT( f ) and the sensitivity of the Hall detector corresponding to the Hall effectk( f ). Right—measured phase shifts caused by the amplifier and the fi
wL and the overall phase shift of the diagnosticsw, and the computed phase shifts caused by the skin effect of the probe’s conductive housingwskin , by the
Hall effect itselfwHall , and by the mixing of the Hall and the inductive component of the voltage generated by the Hall detectorwHD .
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maintained in the text. Substituting forUHD , UHall , andU ind

and taking the skin effect into account Eq.~8! becomes

ITBmaxsin~vt1wskin1wHD!5TkBmaxsin~vt1wskin

1wHall!12p f STBmaxcos~vt1wskin!, ~9!

wherek( f ) is the sensitivity of Hall detector correspondin
to the Hall effect andS51.35 mm2 is the inductive area o
the Hall detector and its connector. The value ofwHD( f )
depends onwHall( f ) and on the ratio of amplitudes in fron
of the sine and cosine on the right-hand side of Eq.~9!, i.e.,
on the ratio of the Hall and the inductive part of the sign
After rewriting Eq.~9! one obtains

I cos~wHD!sin~vt1wskin!1I sin~wHD!cos~vt1wskin!

5k cos~wHall!sin~vt1wskin!1@k sin~wHall!

12p f S#cos~vt1wskin!. ~10!

Comparing the amplitudes in front of the terms sin@vt
1wskin( f )# and cos@vt1wskin( f )# on both sides of Eq.~10!
one obtains a system of two equations for two unkno
functionsk( f ) andwHall( f ):

I sin~wHD!5k sin~wHall!12p f S, ~11!

I cos~wHD!5k cos~wHal!. ~12!

An expression forwHall( f ) is obtained dividing Eqs.~11!
and ~12!:

tg~wHall!5
I sin~wHD!22p f S

I cos~wHD!
. ~13!

Then, the Hall constantk( f ) can be obtained using an
of the Eqs.~11! and ~12!.

The frequency dependence ofk, K, A, T ~left! and the
phase shift characteristics~right! are shown in Fig. 6.

It is seen that value ofk( f ) is almost constant in the
frequency range 1.4–10 kHz and its valu
;0.75 1024 V/mT corresponds to the value provided by t
manufacturer for a stationary magnetic field 1024 V/mT
625%. For frequencies above 10 kHz it is rapidly increa
ing. The phase shiftwHall( f ) of the signal caused by the Ha
effect is about zero620°. Considering the inaccuracies an
uncertainties of the calibration measurement, this tells
the Hall detector responds in this frequency range imme
Downloaded 06 Oct 2003 to 132.169.11.171. Redistribution subject to A
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ately to the magnetic field. Therefore, the phase shift indu
in the Hall detectorwHD( f ) is only due to mixing of the Hall
and the inductive parts of the signal. The attenuation fac
due to the skin effectT( f ) of the probe’s 1-mm-thick stain
less steel conductive housing ~m r51.02, s
51.33 106 V21 m21) reaches;80% and starts to becom
significant at the frequency 10 kHz.

2. Calibration—80 kHz setup

One of the radial Hall detectors has in addition be
calibrated in the experimental setup with the 80 kHz amp
fier and the low pass filter~see Fig. 3!. The same calibration
measurement and analysis was used as described in the
vious section. It is necessary to stress that only a few c
bration measurements were done for frequencies above
kHz in this setup. Because of low statistics, results presen
in this section are only qualitative. The frequency depe
dence of the resulting amplitude~left! and the phase~right!
characteristics are shown in Fig. 7.

The k( f ) and wHall( f ) curves shown in Figs. 6 and
give in the frequency range 1–30 kHz the expected resu
because they are properties of the Hall detector and sh
not depend on the amplifier and filters used. The differenc
caused by small frequency resolution for frequencies ab
10 kHz and also by the inaccuracy of the calibration m
surements. Thek( f ) keeps increasing up to 100 kHz. No
the attenuation of the magnetic field due to the skin eff
seen from the decrease in theT( f ) curve. The amplitude of
the measured magnetic field is reduced by the probe’s c
ductive shell to one half at 100 kHz. A more detailed study
the theory of the Hall effect is required to learn more abo
the observed shape ofk( f ).

3. Summary of calibration measurements

The results of calibration measurements and anal
may be summarized as follows.

• It has been shown that a diagnostics based on Hall
tectors does allow measurements of magnetic fluct
tions ,0.1 mT within the frequency range 1–100 kH
and with sufficient sensitivity.

• Careful avoiding of any inductive loops~as small as 1
mm2! in the measuring circuit is critical for the mea
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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FIG. 8. ~Color! Time-frequency plot
of Br signal during disruption~central
panel!. The top panel shows the time
trace of the measuredBr signal. The
left panel displays the energy spectr
density integrated over the entire tim
of the time-frequency plot.
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surements of the magnetic field oscillations in the ki
hertz range of frequencies. If such loops cannot
avoided completely, one may think of compensati
them by artificial ones.

• The skin effect of the probe’s conductive housing pla
an important role for frequencies above;10 kHz. Im-
proved technical solutions of the probe head allow
proper cutting of the conductive housing would
highly desirable if to operate in the 100 kHz range.

• The response time of the Hall detector to the measu
magnetic field via Hall effect given bywHall( f ) was
found to be immediate in the frequency range 1–
kHz.

• The Hall constantk( f ) is constant for frequencies 1–1
kHz and increases for higher frequencies. This obse
tion should be compared with a detailed theoreti
treatment of the Hall effect.

• Calibration errors are mainly caused when the prob
not precisely aligned perpendicular to the measu
magnetic field. Improvements of the calibration meth
are under investigation.

IV. EXAMPLES OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
OBTAINED USING THE HALL PROBE

The measurements and the data evaluation given in
section have been obtained for a variety of experimental
gimes on TEXTOR and they are primarily intended to de
onstrate the capability of the Hall probes for field and flu
tuation measurements in tokamak plasmas; it is not
ambition to go too deeply into each subject~see, e.g., Refs
10–14 for more detailed studies on the subjects discus
later!.
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A. Study of disruptions

Several experimental campaigns on TEXTOR have b
dedicated to the study of disruptions.11,12 During these dis-
charges a pronounced MHD activity shows up, which ma
these discharges a good testbed for magnetic diagnostic

Figure 8 shows in its’ upper panel a time trace of t
Hall probe signal measuring the radial magnetic field co
ponent during the last 0.5 s of discharge No. 90023 wh
terminated due to a disruption. The onset of a MHD activ
is apparent at 0.63 s and a major disruption follows at 0.7
The left panel of Fig. 8 shows the spectral density of t
signal mentioned earlier. The two-dimensional plot in t
middle is a time-frequency~TF! representation of the mea
sured signal computed using the windowed Fourier tra
form. Two features dominate the plot. The magnetic fe
back positioning system of TEXTOR causes, over the en
discharge, a constant perturbation at the two fixed frequ
cies 0.9 and 1.3 kHz. An increase of the magnetic signa
the frequency band around 2 kHz is observed beginning
0.4 s and it is caused by a growth of a MHD instability.
the time interval 0.6–0.63 s the frequency of MHD instab
ity decreases below 300 Hz. This is accompanied by an
crease of the amplitudeBr , which demonstrates a rapidl
growing instability. After this first disruptive event th
plasma recovers. However, the next MHD instability starti
at 0.7 s leads to a major disruption.

The Hall probe signal corresponds well to those of t

Mirnov coils measuringḂu ~cf. Fig. 9! and to a local mea-
surement of the electron temperature at the MHD mode
sition deduced from electron cyclotron emission at 105 G
~cf. Fig. 9!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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FIG. 9. Left panel—time trace of the
signal measured by one of the Mirno

coils proportional to Ḃu . Right
panel—electron cyclotron emission
signal proportional to the local value
of temperature within the plasma re
gion where MHD perturbation occurs
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B. Sawtooth precursors

The sawtooth crash in a tokamak is preceded by am
51 mode activity called precursors.1,10 The recording of
several sawteeth precursors is displayed in Fig. 10. The
tral TF plot is supplemented by a time evolution of the me
sured signal~upper plot! and the spectral density~left plot!
as in Fig. 8.

The duration of a single sawtooth precursor can be
long as 20 ms. Shortly before~5 ms! the sawtooth crash we
observe a jump of the oscillation frequency. The finding
this kind of discharge is somewhat outstanding, becaus
other ones we find a continuous change. Sawtoothing is
yet understood in all details.

C. Measurements during RI mode

The RI mode on TEXTOR is an experimental regim
where improved confinement is obtained by edge coo
using noble gases, e.g., neon.13,14 This edge cooling reduce
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turbulence preferentially in the high frequency band. We c
confirm this as it becomes evident from Fig. 11. The t
panel shows the time evolution of theBr signal just before
neon injection, while the middle panel shows that during
mode. The bottom panel compares the frequency spectra
responding to these two time intervals. A decrease of m
netic turbulence in RI mode over the whole spectrum is e
dent. However, we found this result only, when the ra
between outward thermal pressure and inward magn
pressure calledbN had been feedback stabilized, where
without stabilization the spectra looked similar, or even
increase of the turbulence was observed after neon injec

Another feature of the magnetic turbulence during the
mode is, that depending on the energy confinement time,
spectra show changes in the frequency band between 5
10 kHz, whereby the frequency of the dominant magne
instability increases with confinement time. More measu
al
e

FIG. 10. ~Color! Time-frequency
record of sawteeth precursors~central
panel!. The top panel shows the time
trace of the measuredBr signal. The
left panel displays the energy spectr
density integrated over the entire tim
of the time-frequency plot.
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FIG. 11. Suppression of magnetic turbulence over t
whole spectrum in RI mode with energy feedback.
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ments and comparison of different profiles will be necess
in order to understand this finding.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An array of nine Hall probes has been successfu
tested on the TEXTOR tokamak. The major advantage
Hall probes as compared to conventional magnetic coil
their smaller size and the direct relation of the measu
signal to the magnetic field while maintaining a compara
sensitivity. Because Hall detectors are made of semicond
tors, cooling is necessary. Sensitivity to high neutron flu
has to be tested. The use of Hall probes for measuremen
magnetic field oscillations above 100 kHz is limited by t
inductive pickup by the Hall probe connectors, and depe
ing on experimental setup also by the skin effect of
probes conductive shield. The results obtained during
experiments on TEXTOR illustrate the capability of Ha
probes and they can be summarized as follows.

Magnetic instabilities have been detected and the t
evolution of their rotation frequency could be followed. Sa
teeth precursors together with their fine structure could
observed. An overall decrease of magnetic turbulence in
mode discharges with energy feedback stabilization is
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served. There is a strong suspicion that, some features o
magnetic fluctuations frequency spectra measured during
mode are directly related to plasma confinement, altho
the underlying physics is not understood yet. To refine
Hall probe diagnostics, more detailed studies are envisa
on TEXTOR as well as on the smaller tokamak CASTOR
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